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By the Kleinecke-Shirokov theorem the commutator [A,B] = AB - BA of the 

bounded operators A and B is quasinilpotent if A commutes with [A,B]. 

In this paper we prove that for normal operators A the stronger conclu-

sion [A,B] = 0 follows; we also give asymptotic versions of the last 

result in a rather general class of operator topologies. 
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In the algebra B(H) of bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space H the 

Kleinecke-Shirokov theorem (cf.[3] and [5J) can be formulated as follows: 

(1) THEOREM (Kleinecke-Shirokov). Let A,B E B(H). If A commutes with [A,B] 

then [A,B~ is quasinilpotent. 

In case A is a self-adjoint operator it follows from [A,[A,B]] = 0 that 

(2) iAA B -HA e e = B + H[A,B] , 

for all A E <C. Since lIeiAA Be-HAIl= UBII we find from (2) that 

IICA,B] II S 2IAI-1IIBII for all A:f 0, hence [A,B] = O. So instead of (1) 

we have proved the following: 

(3) THEOREM. Let A,B € B(H) and let A be a self-adjoint. If A commutes with 

[A,B] then A commutes with B. 

Now, let N be a normal operator with adjoint N*. We can write N = C + iD 

with self adjoint operators C and D satisfying [C,D] = O. The celebrated 

Fuglede theorem (cf.[2]) states that an operator commutes with N iff it 

commutes with N*. By this theorem we find that if [N,[N,B]] = 0 then 

* * * * each of the operators [N ,[N,B]], (N,[N ,BJ] and [N ,[N ,BJ] is also O. 

Taking combinations we find [C,[C,BJ] = 0 and [D,[D,B]J = 0; hence, by 

(3), [C,B] = 0 and [D,BJ = O. Thus, the following theorem has been proved. 

(4) THEOREM. Let N,B € B(H) and let N be normal. If N commutes with [N,BJ, 

then N commutes with B. 

Inspired by the results in [IJ we study asymptotic versions of (4) for 
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topologies on B(H) which make it a locally convex algebra. As a further 

restriction we only study topologies which are coarser than the uniform 

operator topology. By a slight abuse of terminology we call such topo-

logies: algebra topologies. 

(5) DEFINITION. (cf.[IJ). A topology T on B(H) is called an algebra topology 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

if it has the following three properties: 

T is coarser than the uniform operator topology. 

B(H) with topology T is a locally convex, topological vector space 

For every pair B,C € B(H) the mapping X ~ BXC from B(H) into B(H) 

is T-continuous. 

The reader may notice that the (ultra-)weak, (ultra-)strong and uniform 

operator topology on B(H) are algebra topologies. 

A compactness argument proves the following lemma. 

(6) LEMMA. Let T be an algebra topology, and let V € T be a convex open 

neighbourhood of O. Let 8 € JR, s > 0 and let the operator-valued map 

f: [0,8J ~ B(H) be continuous with respect to the usual topology on the 

real interval [O,sJ and the uniform operator topology on B(H); let 

a: [O,sJ ~ [0,00) be continuous. 

If fCt) € a(t)V for all t € [O,sJ then 

fS f(t)dt < (fS a(t)dt)v • 

o o 

Our first main result is an asymptotic version of (3). 
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(7) THEOREM. Let A be a self-adjoint operator in B(H) and let T be an alge-

(7.1) 

(7.2) 

bra topology on B(H). Let K > 0, and let V be a T-open neighbourhood of 

° in B(H). Then there exists a T-open neighbourhood W of ° such that 

[A,B] e: V for all B e: B(H) with both II B II :::;; K and [A, [A,B]] E W. 

PROOF. We may assume that V is balanced and convex~ For each B E B(H) 

we define the mapping f B: JR. -+ B(H) by fB(s) = eisA B e-isA (s E JR.) • 

Then 

(t fii (s)ds dt • 

° ° 
Since T is coarser than the uniform operator topology there exists p > ° 
such that the ball {C E B(H)jIlCII:::;; p} c V. We take u:= 4KP-l. Since 

-1 -1 
II u (fB (u) - fB (0» II :::;; 2Ku it follows that 

Let s ~ [O,u] be fixed for a moment. By (5.3) the mapping X -+ fX(s) from 

B(H) into B(H) is T continuous. So we can find a T-open neighbourhood 

Os of ° such that u- J eisAx e- isA 
E ~u-2V for all X e: Os' The mappings 

-1 
s -+ u fa(s) from [o,u] into B(H) which are continuous with respect to 

the usual topology on [O,u] and the uniform operator topology on B(H) 

are even uniformly equicontinuous on {B E B(H)jIlBII:::;; K}. Since [O,u] is 

compact we can choose a finite collection S:= {sI, ••• ,sn} c [O,u] with 

the following property: for all S E [O,u] there exists s. E S such that 
J 

for all B E B(H) with IIBU :::;; K we have 
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We put W = n~ 1 0 ,then W is a T open neighbourhood of O. Now suppose 
J= s. . 

J 
[A,[A,B]] E W for some B E B(H) with B ~ K and let s E [O,u]. Then 

-1 -2 -1 -2 -1 -2 
u f~(sj) E ~u V and u (f~(s) - f~(Sj» E !u V. Hence u f~(s) E U V. 

Applying (6) twice we find 

u t 

u-
1 I J fi(s)ds dt E !v . 

o 0 

Combining (7.2), (7.3) and (7.1) we conclude [A,B] E v. o 

We have used the Fuglede theorem to extend our result (3) for self-

adjoint operators to (4) for normal operators. Instead of the asymptotic 

version (7) of (3) we shall prove an asymptotic Kleinecke-Shirokov theo-

rem for normal operators (9). For this we need the asymptotic Fuglede 

theorem (8) which is proved in [IJ. 

(8) THEOREM. Let N be a normal operator in B(H) and let T be an algebra topo-

logy on B(H). Let K > 0 and let V be a T-open neighbourhood of 0 in B(H). 

Then there exists a T-open neighbourhood W of 0 in B(H) such that 

* [N ,BJ E V for all B E B(H) with both liB I! ~ K and [N,B] E w. 

(9) THEOREM (Asymptotic Kleinecke-Shirokov theorem for normal operators). 

Let N be a normal operator in B(H) and let T be an algebra topology on 

B(H). Let K > 0 and let V be a T-open neighbourhood of 0 in B(H). Then 

there exists a T-open neighbourhood W of 0 in B(H) such that [N,BJ E V 

for all B E B(H) with both liB II S K and [N,[N,BJJ E w. 
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PROOF. We may, again, assume that V is balanced and convex. We write 

N = C + iD with self-adjoint operators C and D satisfying [C,D] = O. 

Applying (7) twice we can find a T-open neighbourhood U of 0 in B(H), 

which also may be balanced and convex, having the property that for 

liB II $ K, [C,[C,B]] E U and [D,[D,B]] E U it follows that [C,B] E ~V and 

[D,B] E ~V hence [N,B] € V. So it only remains to prove that there exists 

aT-open neighbourhood W of 0 such that II B II $ K and [N, [N ,B J] E Wimp 1y 

[C,[C,B]] E U and [D,[D,B]] E u. 

To this end we use (8). There exists a T-open neighbourhood U1 of 0 such 

that [N*,[N*,B]] E U for all B € B(H) with both liB II $ K and [N,[N*,B]JEU1, 

Moreover, there exists a T-open neighbourhood U2 of 0 such that 

* * [N ,[N,B]] = [N,[N ,B]] € U
t 

n U for all B E B(H) with both UBII $ K and 

[N,[N,B]] € U2• Hence, if IIBII $ K and [N,[N,B]] E U2 n U the operators 

* * * * [N,[N,B]], [N ,[N,B]] = [N,[N ,B]] and [N ,[N ,B]] all belong to U. Since 

U is balanced and convex this implies [C,[C,B]] E U and [D,[D,B]] E u. 0 

(to) REMARK. In [4] the following Putnam-extension of the last result has been 

proved. 

Let Nand M be normal operators in B(H) and let T be an algebra topology 

on B(H). Let K > 0 and let V be a T-open neighbourhood of 0 in B(H). 

Then there exists a T-open neighbourhood W of 0 in B(H) such that 

NB - BM € V for all B € B(H) with liB II $ K and N(NB - BM) - (NB - BM)M E W. 
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